THE NATIONAL PROGRAM
OF NEW INDUSTRIAL PARKS
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 An ambitious program of achievement of new industrial parks:
 The government entrusted to ANIREF an ambitious program of
development of 49 new industrial parks totaling an area of 11. 622 ha
spread across 39 wilayas and span over 9 territorial programming spaces
of the National Scheme of the Territory Development.
 An innovative approach:
 These infrastructures are designed to ensure:
 The structuring of the territory;
 The promotion of productive investment;
 Local development;
 The consolidation of regional balance policy.
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 Spatial deployment of the program:
 The geographical location of the 49 parks takes into account:
 The guidelines of the of the National Scheme of the Territory
Development;.
 The needs of local development expressed by local authorities;
 The basic infrastructures ( East West Highway and the projected
Highlands bypass), with a view to:
 Ensure the profitability of these basic infrastructures;
 Focus on the development of territories to promote: the
Highlands and the South.
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Location of the 49 Sites
Region

Territorial programming spaces

Alger, Blida, Boumerdes (2), Tipaza, Bouira (1),
Médéa (1), Tizi Ouzou (2), Bejaia (2), Chlef (2),
Ain Défla (1)
Annaba (1), Constantine (3), Skikda (2), Jijel
(1), Mila (1), Souk Ahras(1), , El Tarf (1),
Guelma (1)
Oran (1), Tlemcen (1), Mostaganem (1), Ain
Témouchent (1), Relizane (1), Sidi Bel Abbes
(2), Mascara (1)

North Center

Noth

Regions covered

North East

North West

S/Total North

Number of
parks

Area
(Ha)

11

2 861

11

2 754

8

1517

30

7 132

Highlands Center

Djelfa (1), Laghouat, M'Sila (1)

2

478

Highlands East

Sétif (1), Batna (1), Bordj Bou Arreridj (2),
Khenchela, Oum El Bouaghi, Tébessa(1),

5

1 500

Highlands West

Tiaret (2), Saida (1), Tissemsilt, Naama (1), El
Bayadh(1),

5

1 046

12

3 024

Highlands

S/Total Highlands

South

South West

Bechar (1), Tindouf, Adrar (1)

2

402

South-East

Ghardaïa (1), Biskra (1), El Oued, Ouargla (1)

4

1 000

FarSouth

Tamanrasset, Illizi (1),

1

64

7

1 466

49

11 622

S/TotalSouth
Total
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Distribution of the area per territorial programming space
South West
3%

South East
9%

Far South
0,3%
North Center
25%

Highlands
West 9%

Highlands
East 13%

Highlands
Center 4%
North East
24%
North West
13%
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Geographical location of the sites
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Principles of development of the
new industrial parks
The aim is to achieve:


Integrated projects including a land supply tailored to the needs of
investors as well as quality services and support infrastructure;



Sites developed in strict respect for the environment: no risks, no
pollution, no ecological constraints;



Well-developed spaces, providing
industrial landscape guaranteeing :



a

coherent

and

controlled



A quality living environment;



Optimum service and connectivity (junction to networks adapted
to traffic and flow);



Secure living areas with networks and services to business and
users.

A modern and efficient management.
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Development of activities and space

Industrial park

Spaces for
activities

Common spaces
WTP

Spaces for
urban and
landscape
integration

Subdivision

Industrial park

Support
services

Reserve
DW

Activities and
managemet center

Spaces for
equipments

A direct action on territorial supply

Spaces for
services and
logistics

State of progress of the
program
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In order to give a fresh impetus to the process of achievement of the new
industrial parks and speed up its implementation, a readjustment of ANIREF’s
program was needed.
Thus, measures were taken in July to give a fresh momentum to the program
implementation process; within this framework, it was decided to:
 Review the procedure of call for tenders underway.
 Use the formula "maturation studies" then "Completion" for the remaining
projects for better handling deadlines and costs.
 Draw up a shortlist once a restricted national and international call for preselection is launched.

This strategic reorientation process will enable ANIREF to reduce lead
times, better assess development costs and conclude contracts with the best
companies and engineering offices
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